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One of the most demanding things I have had to do is finish up around a high inlay where the background 
is polished flat and smooth. It’s much easier if you are going to texture the background as a lot of sins can 
be hidden and refined by the texture. I’ve tried different combinations of files, gravers, scrapers, stones, 
rotary tools and sandpaper. I had to really get it on this piece as it’s representing a chrysanthemum leaf 
(and bud) floating in water. Unfortunately, I didn’t take photos early on but I’ll pick it up after the initial 
chiseling and filing of the burr remnant that’s holding the inlay. For reference, that burr looks like the one 
in the owl inlay of yore.

Here are the owl (showing the type of burr to be finished down flat) and the leaf (with most of the burr 
chiseled and filed). The leaf photo shows the scraper I have developed from a half onglette graver which 
is flat on one side. You can see some of the burr remains along the bottom of the leaf.



This pic shows the scraper/graver from the front. As you can see, it’s flat on the right side. I’ve 
turned this flat into a scraper so it works as both a graver and a scraper. There is a palm handle on 
the other end. In this view, toward the top of the flat, I have dulled the edge. This allows me to run 
the dull part along the flat surface of the ground metal, acting as a guide, without cutting. The sharp 
edge toward the point does the scraping/cutting. I found this way I can get quite accurate removal 
with no chatter. The dulled part of the flat edge gives stability and accuracy. Let me know if this 
doesn’t make sense, because this is the best scraper I have ever used.

In this photo, after carving the leaf (15% shibuichi in 40%shibuichi “water”), I’m further refining 
the scraped area around the leaf with stones, first a 900grit then this 1200 grit soft stone (both from 
Gesswein). This soft stone creates a nice little slurry.



This scraper would also work well in hard dense wood such as Ebony or Boxwood. Most useful in 
the same situation of slight removal of material up against a vertical or near-vertical edge.

This pic shows the final polish.



I’m posting a photo of the nearly finished piece, so this maybe makes more sense. It represents a 
stone (made from Vera wood) with chrysanthemum leaf and bud floating in water.

Shibuichi is an alloy of copper and silver (sometimes with bits of other non-ferrous metals) in 
varying percentages which patinates to grey in the traditional Japanese irotsuke solution. The more 
copper the darker grey. Here the leaf is 15% silver/85% copper and the “water” is 40% silver/60% 
copper.

Backing up a bit, after the stoning, I went in with a toothpick in the flex-shaft and used the stone 
slurry to go after hard-to-get-to corners.



After stoning I brought all the “water” up to 1200 grit with paper. I then gave it an overall polish 
using 800 g silicon carbide powder and water in the Japanese migaki-bake (horsehair brush). It 
may seem pointless to use paper to get it to 1200 and then back down to 800 but I find if I don’t go 
that far with the paper it takes forever to get the brush to get the polish I want. I paper from 600 to 
1200 in one jump and it seems to work OK.


